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Convex Hull Escape Perturbation at Embedding
Space and Spherical Bins Coloring for 3D Face

De-identification

Lanston Hau Man Chu ∗
Department of Electrical & Computer Engineering

hchu34@wisc.edu

Abstract

This paper proposes a Convex Hull Escape Perturbation (CHEP) method at
Embedding Space to achieve 3D Face De-identification. For better reconstruc-
tion of the 3D faces, this paper also proposes the Spherical Bins Coloring (SBC)
method to reinstate color lost in the SfS process due to change in vertices num-
ber. The top κ-accuracies of faces perturbed by CHEP drop significantly when
compared to non-perturbed faces.

1 Introduction and Background

Privacy is a great concern in the modern world. People are concerned about whether personal infor-
mation are being used and disclosed in an authorized manner. As one of the recent examples, the
U.S. Census Bureau plans to apply differential privacy to the 2020 census data so as to ensure the
individual data to be confidential. According to the information privacy law, Personally identifiable
information (PII) are the set of information in a database which can refer to the identity of a person-
nel. To protect the privacy of individuals, the de-identification process would transform the PII into
non-PII, while preserving some utility of the data [29].

However, when it comes to a problem in the study of human faces. It is not easy to conceal the
identities of the subjects as the facial shape per se reveals to the identity of a person, even though the
main focus of the study may be facial expressions and mental states instead of the facial features. In
these cases, the subjects’ identities still need to be protected as required by some privacy law such
as HIPPA or FERPA [7].

Occlusion-based facial de-identification techniques such as faces blurring may work when the data
concerned does not refer to the face, e.g. Google Street View, but the utility or information con-
cerned will be completely removed. Therefore, we need another approach to achieve protection.
In this paper, we would focus on perturbation-based facial de-identification, which involves the
perturbation of an embedding (encoded by a 3-in-1 bundle of deep learning models) and the corre-
sponding reconstruction back into/onto the 3D/2D space. The purpose of this paper is to reconstruct
de-identified 3D human faces, but we would project the reconstructed 3D faces F̈ ′ onto 2D images
F (2D) in the evaluation process, which we will discuss further in the subsequent section 2.4.

1.1 Types of Embeddings

For an Black and White (i.e. B&W; non-colorized) image xi ∈ RH×W containing a human face,
it can be encoded as an embedding (α, η, ρ) = e(x). (α, η, ρ) refers to the shape, expression
and pose of the face accordingly. Shape means the shape of the human face (including all facial
features), which reveal to the identity of the individual. Expression refers to facial expression, which
∗Source Code: https://github.com/lanstonchu/Face-DeID

https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/index.html
www.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/fpco/ferpa/index.html
https://github.com/lanstonchu/Face-DeID
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Figure 1: The figure shows the perturbation (CHEP) and the color reinstatement (SBC) processes,
which are the main focus and contribution of this paper. The input image will be encoded as an
embedding α, which will then be perturbed as α′ = α + δ and reconstructed as a 3D face using
Convex Hull Escape Perturbation (CHEP). And then, Spherical Bins Coloring (SBC) would be use
to add/reinstate color of the face. The 3D face will then be projected as a 2D image in the evaluation
process. The perturbed faces are expected to be less recognizable by machine learning algorithm
and human observers than the non-perturbed faces.

is irrelevant to the identity. Pose refers to the rotation (dim-3) and translation (also dim-3) of human
face on xi. For an colorized image xi ∈ RH×W×3 , it can be further embedded as (α, β, η, ρ), while
β refers to the texture/color embedding. Therefore the embeddings concerned by this paper are:

(α, β, η, ρ) = (shape, color, expression, pose)

η and ρ can be ignored in some cases, e.g. tasks of face recognition, where expression and pose
are not the main focus/concern of the study. For the encoding process e(·), it can be done by
a deep learning model such as Deep3DMM [27], or some traditional approaches based on linear
transformations, e.g. eigenfaces determined by PCA (principal component analysis) [30].

For human faces, there are at least two types of embeddings, which are called coordinates oriented
embeddings and recognition oriented embeddings in this paper. Their corresponding encoders
are trained based on different goals and their objective functions are of different types.

Coordinates oriented embeddings encoders target to have small coordinate discrepancies between
the original input xi and the output reconstruction at some important points (i.e. landmarks on
human faces), and thus the loss function can be formulated as below:

LLMi = ‖v(xi)−Reconstruct(e(xi))‖2

= ‖v(xi)− Proj2D(Select(Sαi + Eηi + F̄ ))‖2
(1)

where v(xi) are the coordinates of the landmarks detected in the image, e.g. by some landmarks
detection algorithm such as CLNF [15] with 68 landmarks being detected (in this case v(xi) ∈
R2·68). The term Sαi + Eηi + F̄ ∈ R3n is the 3D face reconstructed by the 3DMM model, i.e.
the coordinates of all n vertices of the face (to discuss further in section 1.2). We would select 68
vertices out of all these n vertices, and then project the 3D coordinates onto the 2D coordinate based
on pose ρ (i.e. rotation/translation) of the face and settings of the camera (i.e. extrinsic matrixH and
calibration matrix of the camera). If the input xi is a 3D image (e.g. obtained by say 3D scanning)
instead of a 2D image, we can remove Proj2D(·) from (1) and compare the coordinates directly at
R3·68. In this paper we would focus on the 2D xi.

In contrast to coordinates oriented embeddings encoders, the recognition oriented embeddings en-
coders have another target: To do face recognition. In this case, the loss function would be on the
basis of Triplet Loss [21]:
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3DMM (1999) [1]

BFM (2009) [19]

LSFM (2016) [3]

CNN, e.g. LeNet [16]

Deep3DMM (2017) [27]
MoFA (2017) [26]

ExpNet (2018) [6]
FacePoseNet (2017) [5]

ExpNet 3-in-1 Bundle (2018) [6]

Extreme 3D Reconstruction (2018) [28]

Figure 2: Family Tree of 3DMM related models.

LTPi (e) = max(‖e(xi)− e(posi)‖2 − ‖e(xi)− e(negi)‖2 + ζ, 0) (2)

In this case, xi is called the anchor image, where posi would be an image of the same person of xi
(i.e. positive image), negi would be an image of a different person (i.e. negative image), and ζ > 0
is a margin to ensure that ‖e(xi)− e(negi)‖2 � ‖e(xi)− e(posi)‖2.

In this paper, we use both types of these embeddings. Our perturbation would be based on co-
ordinates oriented embeddings (1), and we will only use recognition oriented embeddings (2) for
our evaluation purpose. We use a different type of embedding in the evaluation because we want
the evaluation to be meaningful. More specifically, we would use Deep3DMM as our epb(·) for
perturbation, and use FaceNet as our ereg(·) in the evaluation.

1.2 The 3DMM Models

This paper aims at the embedding space perturbation and reconstruction of 3D faces, and therefore
we would use models that illustrate the relationship between the embedding and the 3D coordinates
of vertices, namely the 3DMM models and her descendants. In the 3DMM paper, the linear rela-
tionship between the shape/color embeddings (α, β) and the 3D-shape/RGB-texture (F, T ) of an
individual i is suggested as:

{
Fi = Sαi + F̄

Ti = Bβi + T̄
∈ R3n×1 (3)

where (S,B) are two matrices and (F̄ , T̄ ) are the average shape/color among all individuals. In this
paper, R3n×1 (or just simply R3n) refers to the set of vectors with length 3n which would be used
more often, while R3×n refers to the 3× n matrices that will be used in section 2.4.

The BFM model [19] (i.e. the Basel Face Model, or simply the Basel model) further determined
the size of the variables (such that the coordinates can be reconstructed in a accurate and efficient
manner) and the values of (S,B, F̄ , T̄ ). In that model α, β ∈ R99 (theoretically α and β do not need
to reside in the same space, but the BFM model determines that they are in the same dimension) and
the number of vertices is 46990 (i.e. F, T ∈ R3·46990×1 for 3D and RGB color), and there are
93323 triangles formed among these 46990 vertices. The BFM model is trained by using m 3D
human faces {Fi}mi=1 obtained by 3D scanner, and (S, F̄ ) are determined by PCA:

{Fi}mi=1
PCA7−−−→ (S, F̄ )

The 99 dimensions can be chosen due to several reasons, e.g. sum of the 99 largest eigenvalues is
significant (i.e. λ1+...+λ99

λ1+...+λ3·46990
≥ threshold). The color-related variables (B, T̄ ) are obtained by

similar manner.
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αi

Sαi+F̄7−−−−−→

Fi

Figure 3: Shape reconstruction of the 3DMM: Ra → R3n(e.g. R99 → R3·46,990 for BFM).

The 3DMM models focus on synthesis, i.e. from embeddings to 3D faces. The encoding direction,
i.e. to embed an image xi into embedding (αi, βi, ηi, ρi), is more than that. In the era of deep learn-
ing, artificial neural network can be used to obtain these embeddings, and we would obtain (αi, βi)
using Deep3DMM first, and then obtain (ηi, ρi) using ExpNet and FacePoseNet. Deep3DMM [27]
with CNN layers is proposed to find the optimized αtargeti , which is the average of the initial em-
beddings of the same person:

αtargeti =
∑

xj∈X (i)

ujαj (4)

where X (i) is the collection of images of the same person that image xi belongs to, and ui is the
confidence provided by the CLNF landmarks detector [15]. The initial embeddings {αj}xj∈X (i)

can be obtained using the traditional approach, i.e. linear transformation. Therefore for two images
xi and xj of the same person, we should have X (i) = X (j) =⇒ αtargeti = αtargetj .

An encoder eω(·) (e.g. with model parameters ω ∈ Ω and architecture of ResNet-101 [11] or VGG-
16 [24] removing the last few layers) is then trained over the m images in the data base:

ω∗ = argmin
ω∈Ω

m∑
i=1

‖eω(xi)− αtargeti ‖

β can be obtained in a similar manner by comparing the color embedding of image with the target
color embedding. Therefore we should expect the DeepCNN to output the shape/color embed-
ding (αi, βi) of image xi by using the trained eω∗(·). After obtaining the shape embedding αi,
researchers concern how to obtain the expression/pose embedding (ηi, ρi). The expression/pose are
then incorporated into the loss function: ηi can be obtained by the deep learning models ExpNet [6]
and FacePoseNet [5] based on coordinate oriented embeddings at (1), with ρi as a side product as
below:

(ηi, ρi) = argmin
η,ρ

LLM (αi, η, ρ) = argmin
η,ρ

‖v(xi)−Πρ(Sαi + Eη + F̄ ))‖2 (5)

where Πρ(·) = Proj2Dρ(Select68(·)) and note that αi is obtained before ηi is obtained. Although
it seems that (5) optimized (ηi, ρi) simultaneously, in fact ηi and ρi are achieved by ExpNet and
FacePoseNet separately. We describe the process in one go as (5) just for simple illustration purpose.
Or alternatively, camera calibration procedures can be used to solve for ρ which involves eigen-
decomposition of matrices. Anyway, in this paper we would use FacePoseNet to solve for ρ.

Apart from shape and color at (3), the expression ηi is also incorporated into the model as below
[32]:

Ḟi = Fi + Eηi = Sαi + Eηi + F̄ (6)

and the values of the transformation matrix E is determined by FaceWarehouse [4] using PCA.

1.3 Embedding Process

The Deep3DMM-ExpNet-FacePoseNet 3-in-1 bundle is firstly used by the ExpNet paper. After
using the three models, the embedding (αi, βi, ηi, ρi) of an image xi can be obtained.
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Ground truth
for training

3D 3D
Traditional
autoencoder

More expensive

2D 3D 7→ 2D

Deep3DMM &
ExpNet &

FacePoseNet

Cheaper

Figure 4: The Deep3DMM is to use a deep learning model (e.g. ResNet-101 [11] or VGG-16
[24]) as encoder to match the output α with the αtarget. The ExpNet and FacePoseNet would then
incorporate with the expression/pose embeddings to do the 3DMM reconstruction, to try to minimize
the discrepancies of the landmarks coordinates with the original input (e.g. (1)). In all three models,
the parameters of the encoder (i.e. ω ∈ Ω) would be trained, and the decoder is just simply the
3DMM model. Instead, if traditional autoencoder with deconvolution layer is used to reconstruct
3D face, we need 3D input as well and the comparison would also on 3D basis, which would be
more expensive.

1.4 Bump Map

Deep3DMM, ExpNet and FacePoseNet do not consider wrinkles. Therefore the 3-in-1 bundle can
reconstruct faces of young people, but does not work so well for senior citizens, who are more likely
to have significant amount of wrinkles. Besides, sometimes faces can be partially occluded, e.g.
by hijabs, face masks or sunglasses. In the Extreme 3D Reconstruction [28], researchers used SfS
(i.e. shape from shading) [17] technique to do depth adjustment, and trained a GAN (i.e. Generative
Adversarial Network) [10] to “fill the occluded holes”. GAN is composed of a generator and a
discriminator, while the generator is trained to fool discriminator by generating synthesis images and
the discriminator is trained not to be fool. After training, the generator is expected to synthesize or
partially reconstruct the original input whose quality is good enough to fool human and discriminator
at certain extent, which is the reason why it would be used to synthesize partial bump map at the
holes.

So a bump map ∆i of image xi would be produced, and the sparse mesh Ḟi would be converted into

a dense mesh ̂̇F i:
∆i = SfS&GAN∆(xi) ∈ RH×W

̂̇F i = SfS&GANF (Ḟi) ∈ R3·#(pixels of face mask)×1 = R3n′×1 (7)

where face mask is the mask that determine which pixels in the original image xi are within the
human face area, i.e. n′ ≤ H ×W . The bump map ∆ will have the same size to the image xi, i.e.

RH×W . In fact, values of ∆ at the area outside the face mask will just be zeros. Ḟi and ̂̇F i have
shapes that are approximately same, but they have different number of vertices. Number of vertices
of Ḟi is fixed and is determined by BFM model (i.e. n = 46, 990; sparse mesh), while the number

of vertices of ̂̇F i varies and depends on the number of pixels of the face mask (i.e. n′; dense mesh).
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Face Ḟi with (αi, ηi, ρi) Face F̈i with wrinkles

Bump Map ∆

Deep3DMM

ExpNet
/PoseNet

SfS/GAN

(a) A GAN model is trained to output a bump map
∆ = ∆(xi) for each image xi so that wrinkles
can be added to the image. Color would be lost
at (7) when wrinkles are added, since the number
of vertices of Ḟi and F̈i are different (i.e. vertices
number n from 3DMM vs. n′ from pixels). Color
will be added to F̈i again by using spherical col-
oring technique in section 2.3.

(b) Depth displacement: z̈(p) = ż(p) + ∆(p)
for each point p. ∆ ∈ RH×W will be obtained
by SfS/GAN and would be used to change the z-
buffer of the original face Fi. Also note that Ḟi
and ̂̇F i have shapes that are approximately same,
but they have different number of vertices (i.e. n
vs. n′) due to (7).

Figure 5: Ideas of bump map ∆ of the Extreme 3D Reconstruction [28].

We expect that n′ > n for images whose resolution are reasonably high, which is the case for the
FEI database we used (see section 2.1). The comparison of sparse mesh and dense mesh can also be
shown in histogram based on their spherical coordinate, as illustrated in figure 9.c. Also note that
color would be lost at (7) due to the change of vertices number, and thus F would not contain color
from now on, before we add the color back by using Sphrical Bin Coloring (SBC) at section 2.3.

We will then use the bump map ∆ to do depth displacement:

F̈i = DepthDisplacement∆( ̂̇F i) (8)

Figure 5.b illustrates how to do the depth displacement. Note that for a specific ̂̇F i and pixel p =
(x, y) on an image (x here refers to x-coordinate instead of the image x itself), we can have a depth

value ż(p) that reflects the depth of ̂̇F i for that pixel. That is, ż(p) of all p forms the z-buffer of the
image. ∆ will then be added to the ż values to do depth displacement:

z̈(p) = ż(p) + ∆(p)

Then by using z̈(p) instead of ż(p), we would obtain F̈i from ̂̇F i. The summary of the procedures
using landmarks detection, Deep3DMM/ExpNet/FacePoseNet 3-in-1 bundle and bump map ∆ can
refer to figure 6.

1.5 Facial De-identification

There are some previous attempts in face de-identification. One of the goals is to achieve a variant
version of k-anonymity. The original version of k-anonymity of a database (not necessarily human
faces) is achieved if every individuals in the database cannot be distinguished from at least k − 1
other individuals. To make k-anonymity well defined for human face embeddings, Chi&Hu (2014)
[7] suggest a variant:

P
(
h(xi) = Personi

)
≤ 1

k
(9)

where h(·) is an identity classifier and Personi is the ground truth person of the image xi. Please
note that (9) is a necessary condition (but not sufficient condition) of the original k-anonymity.
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x

(α, β) ∈ R99+99

Shape and texture
Identity related

(F, T ) ∈ R46990×3+46990×3

3D vertices locations, RGB values
Stored in .ply file

F
3D Face

select(F ):
68 × 3D landmarks

Ḟ
3D face with

expression and pose

F̈
3D face with wrinkles

v(x)
68 × 2D landmarks

(η, ρ) ∈ R29+6

Expression and pose
Not identity related

∆(x)
Bump Map

Detector Deep3DMM [27] 3DMM [1]

BFM [19]

CLNF [15]
Predictor

ExtNet [6]
FacePoseNet [5]

Visualize

F only

Selection

3DMM [1]
Ḟ = F + Eη

Classic Bump [2] SfS [17] and
GAN for Bump Map [12]

Depth projection in [28]

Figure 6: Summary of producing F̈ before applying Convex Hull Escape Perturbation (CHEP) at
section 2.2 and Spherical Bins Coloring (SBC) at section 2.3.

Chi&Hu (2014) [7] embed the facial images {xi}mi=1 as {αi}mi=1 by LDA (linear discriminant anal-
ysis) which is linear. There are P identities in the database (i.e. |P| = P where P is the set of all
identifies) and they use only 1 image for each person, and thus m = P and {xi}mi=1 = {xi}Pi=1 (i.e.
all images = images of all identities). One year later in Chi&Hu (2015) [8], a 3-layer vanilla neural
network is used to do the embedding to obtain {αi}Pi=1.

For the part of perturbation, they separate the identities into P/k mutually exclusive subgroups, i.e.
P = P1∪P2∪...∪PP/k (if k cannot divide P then take bP/kc instead of P/k) with the size of each
subgroup |Pi| ≥ k. After the embedding {αi}Pi=1 is obtained, the embedding vector is perturbed by
simply taking the average of the own subgroup, i.e.

α′i =
1

|P(i)|
∑
j∈P(i)

αj

where α′k the perturbation of αk, and P(i) is the subgroup that person i belongs to (note that only 1
image for each person). Therefore k-anonymity (9) can be achieved because |P(i)| ≥ k. However,
people in the same subgroup would have the same perturbed embeddings, i.e. P(i) = P(j) =⇒
α′i = α′j , which is not very desired. In fact, from the result of [8] we can see that every reconstructed
2D faces look the same when the value of P is large.

In this paper, we will look at another goal instead, namely the reduction of top-κ accuracy (see
section 3). Top-κ accuracy regards the classifier h(·) as correct if the ground truth identity is within
the top κ classes. Besides, our perturbation will aim at perturbing an embedding α to escape the
convex hull C(α) formed by neighbors of α (will be discussed further in section 2.2), and this idea
is inspired by a psychological phenomenon called Perceptual Magnet Effect [9].

1.6 Related Work

There are some other works which aim at protecting the privacy about revealing an identity of a
human face. While this paper is focusing on embedding perturbation, another area of adversarial
patches has also been studied. Sharif et. al. (2016) [22] applies a physical/digital glasses to lower
the chance that a human face being detected/recognized. Pautov et. al. (2019) [18] applies patches
on nose/forehead etc. to achieve de-identification.

And for the face embedding model, apart from the Deep3DMM/ExpNet/FacePoseNet 3-in-1 bundle
that we use in this paper, some models are also developed for the purpose of face embedding. MoFA
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xi

α1

α3

α4

α5

α2
α

Face Fi with (αi, βi)

(ηi, ρi)
Expression/Pose

Face F̈i with (αi, ηi, ρi)
and wrinkles

∆(xi)
Bump Map

α1

α3

α4

α5

α2

α′

Face F ′i with α′i
Face F̈ ′i with (α′i, ηi, ρi)

and wrinkles

Spherical Bins γjk
Color averaging

Face (F̈ ′i , T̈
′
i ) with color F

(2D)
i = Proj2DImg(RF̈ ′i )

Result: Top-κ accuracy

Deep3DMM
ExpNet

/PoseNet

GAN

De-identification
/Perturbation
α′i = αi + δi

Ḟ ′i = F ′i + Eηî̇F ′i = SfS&GAN(Ḟ ′i )

F̈ ′i = DepthDisplacement∆(̂̇F ′i)

Color
extraction

random R

lighting

Evaluation
FaceNet + (SVM or Logit. Reg.)

D ⊇ Q ∪ T ∪M


→ : By Extreme 3D Reconstruction and their predecessors
→ : Contribution of this paper on Convex Hull Escape Perturbation (CHEP)
→ : Contribution of this paper on Spherical Bins Coloring (SBC)
→ : Other work of this paper

Figure 7: Contribution of this paper (highlighted in green, blue and orange color). The black color
arrows are the procedures used in the Extreme 3D Reconstruction [28] and their predecessors.

[26] embeds face by using an autoencoder. Apart from the coordinate oriented loss LLM we use,
MoFA also use pixelwise loss LPX which measures the discrepancies of pixels’ intensities between
the original image and the reconstructed 2D image.

Generative models also serves the purpose of reconstructing faces. StyleGAN [13] and her succes-
sor StyleGAN2 [14] show stunning performance on generating/synthesizing faces of non-existence
people by using GAN with a noise vector as input. It is worth to point out that their noise vectors
are random and are not embeddings obtained from existent people, so the purpose of their work is
fundamentally different to this paper. Besides, the components of the noise vector doesn’t contain
semantic meaning unless disentanglement techniques such as [23] are used in the future work for
those models. VQ-VAE-2 [20] can also embed faces (or to embed more general non-facial images)
in some sense but this generative model is also mainly designed for image synthesis.

FaceNet [21] and DeepFace [25] are models developed by Google in 2015 and Facebook in 2014,
which based on recognition oriented embeddings instead of coordinate oriented embeddings. We
will use FaceNet + Machine Learning Model as our evaluation classifier h(·) in section 2.5.

2 Overview

All notations used in this paper are summarized in the notation table at section 6.2 of the appendix.
In this paper, we are going to perturb the shape embedding α to α′ (i.e. Fi to F ′i ), and then we
would apply the expression/pose/wrinkles to obtain face F̈ ′i from F ′i . As mentioned before, the
color of face is lost at (7), and we will reinstate the color T ′i by using the Spherical Bins Coloring
(SBC) method. We will then apply random rotation R to each individual and project the 3D face to
a 2D image F (2D)

i . The database D would be split into the target set T , pivot set Q and classifier
training setM in the evaluation to compute the top-κ accuracy of different perturbation approaches.
A summary of these procedures is illustrated at figure 7.

2.1 Database

We used the FEI database maintained by C. E. Thomaz. There are 200 individuals in the database,
and there are 14 images for each individual, including 10 different angles (same for all individuals),
one image with normal expression, one with smile expression, one with darker background and one
with very dark background (i.e. 10 + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 = 14). All images are colorized and in the size
of 640 × 480, i.e. xi before cropping ∈ RH×W×3 = R480×640×3. We would use at most 10 out
of 14 images for each individual, i.e. 8 angles to train the evaluation classifier h, and use the two
images with normal/smile expression to do the perturbation (i.e. 8 + 1 + 1 = 10). Therefore the

https://fei.edu.br/~cet/facedatabase.html
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α1

α3

α4

α5

α2α

α′

CG(α)

α6α7

α8

α9

(a) Perturb α to α′ to escape the
convex hull CG(α). We illustrate
α in dim-2 andG = 5. Note that

1, 2, 3, 4, 5 ∈ Gα (neighbors)
1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9 ∈ Q (pivots)
3, 4 ∈ qα ⊆ Q ∩ Gα
G ≥ dim(α) + 1

.

α

α′

α4

α3

αmid

(b) The pivot-jump perturbation.
“α′ 7→ α” is jumping across
αmid by using q = 2, i.e. 3, 4 ∈
qα. αmid would be the midpoint
between α3 and α4 (i.e. centroid
of qα). We illustrate α in dim-2
(or dim-3). Value of G does not
matter.

α1
α2

α3

α

αmid
α′

(c) Another pivot-jump perturba-
tion. “α′ 7→ α” is jumping
across αmid by using q = 3, i.e.
1, 2, 3 ∈ qα. We illustrate α in
dim-3. Again, value of G does
not matter.

Figure 8: Perturb α to become α′. We illustrate α at dim-2 and dim-3 for easy explanation. In our
3DMM we have α in dim-99 (i.e. dim(α) = 99 or α ∈ R99). We should expect q ≤ dim(α) ≤
G− 1 and q ≤ Q.

database D we use contains 200 × 10 = 2000 images. We will talk about the split of database D
into Q ∪ T ∪M in section 2.5. We will also crop the images before we proceed on the landmarks
detection and embedding processes, but we will not discuss the details as the cropping process can
be completed by some standard tool.

2.2 Convex Hull Escape Perturbation (CHEP)

Perturbation of embedding is the key to de-identify our 3D faces. Embeddings have been studied
by the Machine Learning researchers for decades, and are considered as knowledge representations
of the original input in a condensed way. Therefore the perturbation of embedding from α to α′
should be able to change some intrinsic properties of the original input. In the meantime, for face
de-identification problem we would like to keep the same expression/pose of the original image xi
and only change the shape such that the identity of the individual can be protected. As such, we will
perturb the shape embedding α, and keep the expression/pose embeddings (η, ρ) intact.

In classic classification problems in machine learning, features of data xi can be geometrically sepa-
rated into different regions, and any individual data point can be classified as another category if they
pass the decision boundary and locate at another region. Now the embedding αi can be considered
as the extracted features of xi, and therefore we concern about the distribution and regions of αi.
To achieve de-identification, we hope our embedding αi can go to the “region of another identity”
instead of the original one, such that the original identity would not be recognized. The first step of
the 3-in-1 bundle embedding is the Deep3DMM model, which use (4) to set the αtargeti . Therefore
we can expect αi ≈ αj if the images i and j belong to the same person.

Therefore we suggest Convex Hull Escape Perturbation (CHEP): to use an αi from each individ-
uals to form a convex hull C(α) to surround our target α, and we want to push α to α′ so as to escape
C(α):

{
Gα = {p1, ..., pG}
CG(α) = Hull(Gα)

, where
{
pj ∈ P is an individual with αpj nearby α
G = |Gα| ≥ dim(α) + 1

where Gα is called a neighbor set: the set of neighbors of α used to form a convex hull. If α reside
in a dim-a space, we would expect G ≥ a + 1 such that CG(α) can be formed. For example, in
3DMM we have a = 99, and we expect G ≥ 100. For example, we can pick say the 100 nearest
identities of α to form CG(α). In some rare case, it is possible that α /∈ CG(α) at the very beginning,
but it is not an issue as long as we apply the jumping method at (11) to push the α further away.

Note that escaping CG(α) not only make sense under the machine learning context, but also make
sense on psychological context. Feldman (2007) discovered a phenomenon called perceptual magnet
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effect [9] in psychological experiments. Human participants will perceive and classify a data point
based on the geometric region that the features locate. So pushing α′ out from CG(α) will make
human participant to perceive the reconstructed face of α′ as another identity. Thus α′i should be
able to fool not only face recognition systems but also human participants. Our evaluation classifier
h(·) of section 2.5 will focus on the former only.

To practically escape CG(α), in view of data availability, we suggest the pivot-jumping perturba-
tion at (11). We pick some individuals Q ⊆ P (the number Q = |Q| is a parameter chosen by us),
where P is the number of all identities in a database. We will only perturb αi where i /∈ Q, and we
calledQ the pivot set. Note thatQ would be the same for all different αi whose identity i ∈ P \Q.

For any αi that we want to perturb, we will choose a perturbation set qi ⊆ Q (again, q = |q| is a
parameter chosen by us) which are the nearest neighbors of αi. In other words, elements in qi are
the selected pivots for identity i:

qi = NearestNBq,Q(i) = argminqj ⊆ Q
|qj | = q

∑
k∈qj

‖αk − αi‖2 (10)

or we can write qα (instead of qi) for a specific α when no confusion would be made. In fact we
can use some selection functions other than NearestNB(·), say FurthestNB(·) to choose the
perturbation set qi. We will talk about that in the future work (i.e. section 5), and we will focus
on NearestNB(·) in this paper. When we required |qα| ≤ dim(α) ≤ |Gα| − 1, we would expect
qα ( Gα (which make it feasible and controllable to escape C(α)). Since qα is also chosen from
Q, we have:

qα ⊆ Q ∩ Gα, and thus
{
q ≤ dim(α) ≤ G− 1

q ≤ Q

In this paper, since we have 200 individuals in our database, we would pick q = 2 or 10, andQ = 20
or 100, and therefore we have four pairs of (q,Q): (2, 20), (10, 20), (2, 100) and (10, 100). We do
not care about the value of G, since by using the jump at (11) we should be able to get rid of the
convex hull CG(α) regardless the value of G, given that all αi ∈ Gα are at the boundary of CG(α).

We will then proceed on the pivot-jump perturbation. We want to reflect α over the centroid of qα,
which we called αmid. Therefore the jump δ will be two times αmid − α:αmid = 1

|qα|
∑
j∈qα

αj

α′ = α+ δ = α+ 2(αmid − α) = 2αmid − α
(11)

If our goal is just to escape C(α), in fact we can choose δ = b(αmid − α) with any b > 1, say 1.1
or 10. In (11) we picked b = 2 just because it reserved some kind of symmetry. After applying
pivot-jumping perturbation at (11), α′ should now be outside Cα(α).

2.3 Spherical Bins Coloring

After obtaining α′i = αi + δi, we can obtain the faces with expression/pose/wrinkles by using a
similar manner of (3), (6), (7) and (8):


F ′i = Sα′i + F̄

Ḟ ′i = F ′i + Eηî̇F ′i = SfS&GAN(Ḟ ′i )

F̈ ′i = DepthDisplacement∆(̂̇F ′i)
Before taking F̈ ′i to the identity classifier h(·) for our evaluation, note that the color of face is lost
at (7) when wrinkles are added, since the number of vertices of Ḟi and F̈i are different (i.e. n and
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(a) Conversion of rectangular coordi-
nate (x, y, z) into spherical coordinate
(r, θ, φ). Note that the inclination angle
θ is measured from the y-axis. The origin
(0, 0, 0) locates behind the human nose.

(b) For a specific bin γjk, take
the average color of vertices inside
γjk to compute the average color
Ξjk. In this case, there are 3 ver-
tices in γjk, namely purple, green
and black-blue. Taking average of
3 points we would obtain blue as
the average color for the bin. The
sphere represents the entire Γ =
[ 0, π] × [ 0, 2π] , and the red dot is
the center of the sphere.

(c) 2D-histogram of
vertices’ (θ, φ) coor-
dinates of the sparse
mesh F and the dense
mesh F̈ ′.

Figure 9: Key ideas on how to obtain the average color of bins γjk.

n′ respectively). We want to use a colorized face for the evaluation classifier h(·), so we need to
reinstate the color before we proceed on the identity classification.

As explained, the color Ti = Bβi+ T̄ ∈ R3n×1 is already obtained by Deep3DMM at (3), but it can
not be directly applied to F̈i ∈ R3n′×1 because n′ 6= n. So first of all, we will construct spherical
bins γjk and to determine their color. The transformation from rectangular coordinate (x, y, z) to
spherical coordinate (r, θ, φ) is as below, which is illustrated at figure 9.a:

(r, θ, φ) = Sph(x, y, z), i.e.


r =

√
x2 + y2 + z2

θ = (arctan
√
x2+z2

y ) mod π

φ = (π + arctanxz ) mod 2π

(12)

Note that the above conversion in (12) is different to the spherical coordinate conversion in ISO
80000-2:2019 which is commonly used in Physics. Our inclination angle θ is measured from the
y-axis, while θ of ISO 80000-2:2019 is measured from z-axis. Our azimuthal angle φ starts from
the negative side of z-axis, while φ of ISO 80000-2:2019 starts from positive side of x-axis. Our
modification allows us to be more convenient to describe our work for the human face problem,
especially the histogram visualization of spare/dense meshes F and F̈ ′ at figure 9.c.

After the spherical coordinate conversion, we would then separate the space Γ = [ 0, π] × [ 0, 2π]
into different bins γjk:

Γ = [ 0, π] × [ 0, 2π] =
⋃
j,k

γjk

γjk = [ θj , θj+1] × [φk, φk+1]

In this paper, we cut both [ 0, π] and [ 0, 2π] into 100 pieces, and therefore |{γjk}| = 100× 100 =
10000, which is reasonable since there are 46,990 3DMM vertices (with an average of around 4.6
vertices per bin to compute the bin color). For each bin γjk, we would compute the average color of
γjk for image i based on the color of vertices, i.e. Ti of (3):
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Ξijk = AvgColor(γjk) =
1

|{Sph(x`i, y`i, z`i) ∈ γjk}|
∑

Sph(x`i,y`i,z`i)∈γjk

(r`i, g`i, b`i) ∈ R3

where (x`i, y`i, z`i) and (r`i, g`i, b`i) are the rectangular coordinate and color of vertex v` (for ` = 1,
..., n) and the values are obtained from Fi, Ti ∈ R3n×1 of (3). For example:

{
(x`i, y`i, z`i) = Fi[ 3`, 3`+ 1, 3`+ 2]

(r`i, g`i, b`i) = Ti[ 3`, 3`+ 1, 3`+ 2]
, i.e. the 3`-th to (3`+ 2)-th entries

After we obtainedAvgColori(γjk) of non-perturbed (Fi, Ti) for all bins, we can obtain color T̈ ′i for
each vertex v̈′` of the perturbed F̈ ′i by using color extraction. Instead of taking the color directly, we
would smooth the color further by using color interpolative extraction, which take the weighted
average color of 2× 2 = 4 bins:

T̈ ′i [ 3`, 3`+ 1, 3`+ 2] = Color(v̈′`) =

1∑
u,v=0

w(j−u)(k−v)Ξi(j−u)(k−v) (13)

wherewjk is the corresponding weight of the bin γjk, and the values of j and k are determined by the
spherical coordinates of v̈′`. To explain this, let’s focus on a vertex v̈′` of F̈ ′i locating at (ẍ′`i, ÿ

′
`i, z̈

′
`i).

We can then obtain its (θ̈′`i, φ̈
′
`i) by using Sph(ẍ′`i, ÿ

′
`i, z̈

′
`i). As illustrated in figure 10, (θ̈′`i, φ̈

′
`i)

must locate inside a green dotted rectangle which covers 1/4 of each of the four adjacent bins. We
write (s, t) ∈ [ 0, 1]×[ 0, 1] to be the proportion of (θ̈′`i, φ̈

′
`i) in the green dotted rectangle. Therefore

we have: [
w(j−1)(k−1) w(j−1)k

wj(k−1) wjk

]
=

[
1− s− t+ st s− st

t− st st

]

Note that the sum of the four weights is one, i.e.
1∑

u,v=0
w(j−u)(k−v) = 1. Therefore, if (θ̈′`i, φ̈

′
`i)

locates very closed to the bottom right of the dotted rectangle (i.e. (s, t) ≈ (1, 1)), we will have
wjk ≈ 1 and therefore the color at the bottom right would be of most significant weight.

Therefore we have reinstated the color T̈ ′i by using (13) and we now have a colorized face (F̈ ′i , T̈
′
i ).

2.4 Random Rotation and 2D Projection

After we have obtained a colorized face (F̈ ′i , T̈
′
i ), we need to project it as a 2D image before we

pass it to the identifier classifier h(·) for evaluation. For each individual, we would sample a random
rotation R ∈ R3×3 which will be applied to each individual:{

F
(2D)
i = Proj2DImg(R

...
F
′
i) ∈ RH′×W ′×3

...
F
′
i = Reshape3×n′(F̈

′
i )

(14)

Note that the vector F̈ ′i ∈ R3n′×1 will be reshaped as a matrix
...
F
′
i ∈ R3×n′ before doing matrix

multiplication withR ∈ R3×3. The sameRi (i.e. same rotation angle) will be used to rotate (F̈ ′i , T̈
′
i )

of different perturbation approach (i.e. different (q,Q) values) for the same individual i. Besides,
Proj2DImg(·) of (14) is different to Proj2D(·) of (1), while the former refers to coordinate
projection and the latter refers to the image rendering. F (2D)

i is expected to be a RGB image and
thus belongs to RH′×W ′×3.

Since we do not want the face to be rotated too much (e.g. showing the back of face to the camera,
or upside down), we would restrict the rotation angle by a small value. To implement this, we would
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Figure 10: The weight
[
w(j−1)(k−1) w(j−1)k

wj(k−1) wjk

]
=

[
1− s− t+ st s− st

t− st st

]
(where the sum of

weight is 1) of bins to determine the color of vertex at (θ̈′, φ̈′) by weight averaging the color of 4
adjacent bins using (13).

sample a random rotation vector % ∈ R3 first (with ‖%‖ being a small value, i.e. little rotation), and
then transform % into R ∈ R3×3 by using the Rodrigues’ rotation formula:


R = Rodrigues(%) = I + (sin‖%‖)U + (1− cos‖%‖)U2

where U =

 0 −%z/‖%‖ %y/‖%‖
%z/‖%‖ 0 −%x/‖%‖
−%y/‖%‖ %x/‖%‖ 0


i.e. U is the cross product matrix of the unit vector %/‖%‖. In this paper, we ramdomly sampled %
from [ 0, π/8] 3, and thus the maximum rotation possible would be

√
(π/8)2 + (π/8)2 + (π/8)2 =√

3π/8 = 38.97 deg which is still reasonable for face recognition task.

To project R
...
F
′
i as a 2D image, we would resize R

...
F
′
i such that the width of the human face is ≈ 1,

and then set the extrinsic matrix of the camera as:

H =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 1.8
0 0 0 1


Note that the spatial translation of direction-z in is 1.8 (i.e. H[ 3, 4] ) which is reasonable for a
human face with width ≈ 1. For the intrinsic matrix of camera we would set fov = π/3 and
AspectRatio = 1. We would also apply some ambient light and spotlight to the human face. To
sum up:

Proj2DImg(·) = Proj2DImg(Resize, H, fov, AspectRatio, light)(·)

After that, we would obtain F (2D)
i .
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Figure 11: The (180, 20) split of our 2000-image database D into Q ∪ T ∪M. Target set T are
our targeted images to be perturbed at the embedding space (i.e. α′ = α+ δ); Pivot set Q would be
used as the candidates of pivots to be selected (i.e. candidates of the nearest neighbor selection and
to compute αmid). Classifier Training set M are images to be used to train the identity classifier
h(·) in the evaluation (i.e. no need to do CHEP and SBC for these images). Note that we also have
two other similar split of (100, 20) and (100, 100).

2.5 Evaluation

In the FEI database, there are 200 individual in the database (i.e. |P| = 200). For each individual,
image with indices “02” to “09” (i.e. 8 images for 8 different angles), “11” (i.e. normal expression)
and “12” (i.e. smile expression) would be used for this paper. The angles of images “01” and “10”
are too extreme, while the background of images “13” and “14” are too dark, so we would not use
these images. Thus we would use 200 × (8 + 1 + 1) = 2000 images in this paper, and we call the
collection of these 2000 images D (i.e. |D| = 2000).

We would then split our 2000-image database D into three set (with some remaining images not
used) which are mutually exclusive to each other, as illustrated in figure 11:

D ⊇ Q ∪ T ∪M

Set Q is called the pivot set which we have encountered in section 2.2. Each identity in Q only
contains one image in Q, i.e. #(images in Q) = #(identities in Q), as we also cares about identity
(not image) in the pivot-jumping perturbation at (11); Set T is called target set, which consists of
all targeted images that we are going to perturb; SetM is called classifier training set, which is the
training set of images to train the identity classifier h(·) in our final evaluation process. Note that
each identity in T andM can have multiples images in T andM.

As we are doing perturbation based on two different values of Q = |Q|, namely Q = 20 and
Q = 100, we have two different splits. Let’s talk about the split for Q = 20 first. We would split the
200 identities into (180, 20), while there are 180 identities inM and T , and only 20 identities inQ.

That is, image xj,02 to image xj,09 (i.e. 8 images) of 180 person would form M, i.e. |M| =
8 ∗ 180 = 1440. We will then use image xj,11 and image xj,12 of the same 180 person to form T ,
i.e. |T | = 2 ∗ 180 = 360. For the reserved 20 identities, we would pick image xj,11 of 10 of them,
and image xj,12 of another 10 of them to form Q, i.e. |Q| = 1 ∗ 20 = 20. There are 180 images in
D that we would not use, i.e. |D| − |M| − |T | − |Q| = 2000− 1440− 360− 20 = 180.

Similarly, for Q = 100, we can split the 200 identities into (100, 100). For comparison purpose,
we would use the same pivot identities from (180, 20) and same target identities from (100, 100) to
form the hybrid split (100, 20) (which used 120 identities only and did not use up all 200 identities
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available). To sum up, we have 3 different split: (180, 20), (100, 20) and (100, 100), while the latter
two split share the same 100 target identities.

For the identity classifier h(·) we use in the evaluation process, we would pick another base model
with embedding type different to Deep3DMM/ExpNet/PostNet. As mentioned before, our 3-in-1
bundle is based on coordinates oriented embeddings of (1), so we prefer to use another model with
recognition oriented embeddings of (2), e.g. FaceNet. We would pick FaceNet as our base model,
and train classifiers based on FaceNet + another machine learning model. Therefore our h(·) can be
“FaceNet + SVM” or “FaceNet + logistic regression” under different setting (i.e. L1 vs. L2, “1 vs.
all” vs. Multinomial, or different regularization parameters λ etc.). As mentioned above, Q would
be used to train h(·), and to be precise we would only train the machine learning model attached to
FaceNet while we would keep the parameters of the pre-trained FaceNet intact.

3 Result

We have three splits for the database D: (180, 20), (100, 20) and (100, 100). Splits (180, 20) and
(100, 20) share the same 20 pivot identities, while plits (100, 20) and (100, 100) share the same 100
target identities. For the accuracy computation, we would cut some slack in the classification, and
we would consider it a hit (i.e. classifier h(·) to be regarded as correct) if the true label is classified
within the top κ identities (instead of the single top identity only), and we call this top-κ accuracy.
We would pick κ = 5 for (180, 20), while we would pick the same κ = 10 for both (100, 20) and
(100, 100) so these two splits can be directly compared. Our result are listed at table 1.

Our perturbation approaches
κ = 5 κ = 10

ID split = (180, 20) ID split = (100, 20) ID split = (100, 100)
α not i.e. Q = 20 i.e. Q = 20 α not i.e. Q = 100

Identity classifier h(·) for evaluation λ perturbed q = 2 q = 10 q = 2 q = 10 perturbed q = 2 q = 10

Expression: Normal (i.e. to perturb images “11” of T )
FaceNet + SVM 1 42.7% 18.1% 13.6% 40.4% 31.3% 64.6% 44.4% 48.5%

FaceNet + Logistic Reg. (L2 “1 vs. all”) 1 45.5% 18.1% 13.6% 38.4% 29.3% 62.6% 41.4% 43.4%
FaceNet + Logistic Reg. (L2 Multinomial) 1 43.8% 18.1% 13.6% 38.4% 27.3% 62.6% 40.4% 43.4%
FaceNet + Logistic Reg. (L1 Multinomial) 1 19.1% 9.0% 4.0% 24.2% 20.2% 44.4% 24.2% 25.3%

FaceNet + SVM 10 42.1% 18.1% 13.0% 39.4% 31.3% 64.6% 44.4% 47.5%
FaceNet + Logistic Reg. (L2 “1 vs. all”) 10 42.7% 17.5% 13.6% 39.4% 26.3% 61.6% 43.4% 46.5%

Expression: Smile (i.e. to perturb images “12” of T )
FaceNet + SVM 1 33.9% 16.2% 10.6% 37.4% 36.4% 57.0% 37.4% 39.0%

FaceNet + Logistic Reg. (L2 “1 vs. all”) 1 37.8% 17.9% 12.3% 39.4% 31.3% 59.0% 42.4% 38.0%
FaceNet + Logistic Reg. (L2 Multinomial) 1 37.2% 17.9% 12.3% 39.4% 30.3% 60.0% 42.4% 37.0%
FaceNet + Logistic Reg. (L1 Multinomial) 1 12.2% 6.7% 5.0% 21.2% 17.2% 38.0% 19.2% 21.0%

FaceNet + SVM 10 33.9% 16.2% 10.6% 37.4% 36.4% 57.0% 37.4% 39.0%
FaceNet + Logistic Reg. (L2 “1 vs. all”) 10 37.2% 16.2% 10.6% 38.4% 30.3% 62.0% 42.4% 39.0%

Table 1: Our result: Top-κ accuracies of classifiers on F (2D)
i . Note that the split (100, 20) and

(100, 100) share the same accuracies of non-perturbed α. The trends of these figures are in line with
the theoretical expectation.

We can observe several things. First of all, when the value of κ is increased from 5 to 10, the top-κ
accuracies increases significantly, e.g. Increment for normal expression from ∼ 40% to ∼ 60% for
non-perturbed faces, or from ∼ 20% to ∼ 40% for (Q, q) = (20, 2). It is reasonable regardless of
whether our CHEP method works because we are loosening our criteria of getting a hit. Second,
the top-κ accuracies drops significantly when perturbation applies. For the normal expression, for
κ = 10 it generally drops from the level of ∼ 60% to the level of 30% ∼ 40%. For κ = 5 it drops
from the level of ∼ 40% to the level of ∼ 10%. This shows that our CHEP method works.

We can then pay a closer look. When we compare Q = 100 vs. Q = 20, the former is expected to
have weaker perturbation effect. It is because we can choose a closer pivot for q to do the pivot-
jumping perturbation if we have more pivot candidates to choose (i.e. Q(100) ⊇ Q(20)), leading to
a smaller δ. From table 1, we can see that for κ = 10, the top-κ accuracies of Q = 100 drops less
significantly than that of Q = 20. These results also match our theoretical expectation.

Further more, for q = 2 vs. q = 10, we should expect q = 10 are more likely to have a stronger
perturbation effect since we are choosing more pivot-identities to perturb the original α. It is be-
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cause αmid of both cases are also located at the boundary of the convex hull C(α) as we required
q ≤ dim(α) and therefore α(q=10)

mid are more probable to be further than α(q=2)
mid though it is not

guaranteed. We can see that the top-κ accuracies of q = 10 drops more significantly than q = 2 in
table 1 (except some cases in Q = 100) which is as expected.

There are some other observations. Values for smile expression are generally less recognizable
than that of normal expression, which does not surprise us. And different classifiers {h(·)} lead to
similar result, except “FaceNet + L1 Logistic” which gives very low top-κ accuracies. The increase
of regularization factor from λ = 1 to λ = 10 would slightly worsen our result.

We have also illustrated examples of the 2D images F (2D) of 12 individuals at section 6.1 in the
appendix.

4 Conclusion

In table 1, the top-κ accuracies are within a significant level before perturbation, and we can con-
clude that our Spherical Bins Coloring (SBC) method in section 2.3 can reinstate the color to a
certain extent. Besides, the significant drops of top-κ accuracies reveals that the perturbed faces
with embedding α′ = α + δ are less recognizable than the original faces with embedding α. The
trend of different (q,Q) approaches are also in line with our theoretical result. We can conclude that
our Convex Hull Escape Perturbation (CHEP) method in section 2.2 using pivot-jumping perturba-
tion with αmid achieves controllable de-identification for 3D reconstructed faces.

5 Future Work

There are some potential research avenues.

Regarding the Spherical Bins Coloring (SBC) method, the average color of bins γ are computed from
F (before applying expression), but the color should be extracted for F̈ ′ (after applying expression).
Therefore the reconstruction can be improved further if the average color is computed from Ḟ instead
of F .

Besides, we are using FaceNet + Machine learning model as our identity classifier h(·) in the eval-
uation. Due to human perceptual effect, our perturbation should be able to fool not only machine
learning algorithm but also human. Human participants can be involved in the evaluation (i.e. play
the role of h(·)) in the manner of psychological experiment, e.g. similar to Human eYe Perceptual
Evaluation (HYPE) [31] via crowd sourcing platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk).

In our search of qi in (10), we searched for nearest neighbors to perturb α. In fact, it is also possible
to search for the furthest neighbors instead of the nearest neighbors:

qi = FurthestNBq,Q(i)

We can expect that the de-identification effect of FurthestNB(·) would be stronger than
NearestNB(·). Future work may focus on how to balance the de-identification effect and while
reserving the utility at certain extent.

In our jumping process at (11), we picked b = 2 for δ = b(αmid − α). In fact we can pick any
values b > 1 other than b = 2 to escape the convex hull C(α). These perturbation approaches can
be studied further in the future.
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6 Appendix

6.1 Result of F (2D) images

Images of 12 selected individuals with normal (upper half) and smile (lower half) expressions are
perturbed by using 4 different (q,Q) perturbation approaches, namely (2, 20), (10, 20), (2, 100)
and (10, 100). The (0, 0) images mean no perturbation. Theoretically, (10, 20) is expected to have
the strongest perturbation, and (2, 100) to have the weakest perturbation. Also note that the same
random rotation angle (i.e. matrix R) are applied to different perturbation approach of the same
individual.
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6.2 Notations table

Notation Space Meaning
α Ra or R99 Shape embedding of a human face
α′i Ra or R99 Perturbation of αi
β R99 Color embedding of a human face
η R29 Expression embedding of a human face
ρ R6 Pose embedding of a human face (i.e. rotation/translation)

Rab×1 (or Rab) Sets Set for vectors of length ab
Ra×b Sets Set for a× b matrices
x X = RH×W or RH×W×3 A B&W or RGB image which includes a human face
n R Number of vertices of a human face under the 3DMM model
m R Number of images
F R3n×1 Shape array of a human face; 3 of 3n refers to 3D
T R3n×1 Texture (i.e. color) array of a human face; 3 refers to RGB colors
S R3n×99 Shape transformation from embedding space to 3D space
B R3n×99 Color transformation from embedding space to color space
E R3n×29 Transformation from expression embedding space to 3D space
Ḟ R3n×1 Face with expression̂̇F R3n′×1 Dense version of Ḟ
F̈ R3n′×1 Dense face with expression/wrinkles
F ′ R3n×1 Perturbed face
F̈ ′ R3n′×1 Perturbed face with expression/wrinkles...
F
′ R3×n′ Reshaped matrix from the vector F̈ ′

F (2D) RH′×W ′×3 (or RH′×W ′ ) Projection of
...
F
′ onto a 2D image

T̈ ′ R3n′×1 Texture (i.e. color) for F̈ ′

v(x) R68×2 (or R68×3 in 3D) Landmarks detected in the image x
e(x) R99 or other Embedding of x encoded by an encoder, e.g. Deep3DMM or FaceNet
h(·) X → Z#(Person) Identity classifier, especially the one used in evaluation
LLM (·) Embedding→ R Loss based on coordinates discrepancies of landmarks; Used by say Deep3DMM
LTP (·) Embedding→ R Triples loss among anchor, positive and negative images; Used by say FaceNet
LPX(·) Embedding→ R Loss based on discrepancies of pixels; Used by say MoFA
ω Ω Parameters of model
ui R Confidence provided by the CLNF landmarks detector

Πρ(·) R3n×1 → R68×2 = Proj2Dρ(Select68(·))
p R2 Position (x, y) of a point on the 2D image
ż(p) R Depth of point p at the original z-buffer of face without wrinkles
z̈(p) R Depth of point p at the z-buffer of face with wrinkles
∆(p) R Bump map at point p
X (i) Powerset(X) Set of images which belongs to the same person to image xi
P Sets of individual Set of all person (i.e. identities) in a database
Pi Powerset(P) The i-th subgroup of identities
P(i) Powerset(P) Subgroup that person i belongs to
P R Number of elements in P
k R Refers to the k-anonymity to be achieved
q R Number of pivots chosen for jumping, i.e. q = |q|
Q R Number of all candidate pivots, i.e. Q = |Q|

qα (or qi) Powerset(Q) Perturbation set of α or αi: Set of pivots chosen for perturbing α or αi
Q Sets of individual Pivot set: Set of all candidate pivots
CG(α) Regions A convex hull of α
G R Number of neighbors to form convex hull CG(α), i.e. G = |G|
Gα Sets of individual Neighbor set: Set of neighbors to form convex hull CG(α)
αmid Ra or R99 Centroid of qα
δ Ra or R99 The jump in the perturbation from α to α′

(Table continue next page)
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(continue)
Notation Space Meaning
(x, y, z) R3 Rectangular coordinate of a vertex

r R Radius of a vertex in spherical coordinate
θ [ 0, π] Inclination angle of a vertex in spherical coordinate
φ [ 0, 2π] Azimuthal angle of a vertex in spherical coordinate
Γ Regions = [ 0, π] × [ 0, 2π] , i.e. Set that (θ, φ) reside in
γjk Powerset(Γ) The bin [ θj , θj+1] × [φk, φk+1] that separates Γ
Ξijk R3 The color of bin γjk for image i
wjk R The color interpolative extraction weight of γjk to compute color of (θ̈′, φ̈′)
% R3 Rotation vector
R R3×3 Rotation matrix
U R3×3 Cross product matrix of %/‖%‖
H R4×4 Extrinsic matrix of camera
D Sets of images Database of images used in this paper
M Sets of images Classifier training set: Images used to train the identity classifier h(·) in evaluation
T Sets of images Target set: Images whose α would be perturbed
λ R Regularization parameter
κ R Criteria we use to define the top κ accuracy
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